In this paper we describe the architecture and the visual interface of BGPlay, an on-line service for the visualization of the behavior and of the instabilities of Internet routing at the autonomous system level.
Introduction
The Internet is administratively partitioned into networks, called Autonomous Systems (AS ), where each AS is under a single administrative authority. Usually, an Internet Service Provider (ISP) controls one or more ASes.
Roughly speaking, at the AS level Internet routing is described by a collection of sequences of ASes, called AS-paths, each one of them associated with a contiguous portion of Internet address space, called prefix. An AS-path AS1, AS2 . . . , ASn associated with prefix P 1 says that the packets directed to addresses in P 1 and originated by some device in AS1 should traverse AS2, AS3, etc. in the specified order, until they reach ASn, which contains the devices with addresses in P 1 . This high-level routing information, which is essentially a collection of paths changing over time, is what is found in the routing tables of ASes' border routers. Also, historic and up-to-date routing information, collected from several vantage points of the Internet, is managed by large and well known repositories such as the Oregon Route Views (ORV) [18] project and the RIPE NCC's Routing Information Service (RIS) [20] . The collection of all the AS-paths in use in the Internet at a given moment can be "merged" into a graph, called the AS graph. The AS graph is a huge graph: the number of ASes participating in the interdomain routing process is above 15,000, and each of them uses one or more distinct AS-paths to route packets toward each of the (currently over 130,000) prefixes in the Internet.
Exploring, monitoring, and visualizing the interdomain routing is an important, albeit elusive, goal. There is no central authority that determines routing in the Internet, and it is difficult to anticipate the combined effects of many independent administrations continuously making routing changes to reduce costs and optimize local efficiency. Also, it is not known how to enforce stability in the presence of uncoordinated policies or faults of links and routers [14, 8, 6, 13] . Several works address the problem of exploring and visualizing the Internet at the level of the routers involved in the forwarding process (see, for example, [7, 10, 21] ), and some visualization techniques for representing the Internet at the level of Autonomous Systems have been applied to the specific problem of visualizing the information stored in the routing registries [3, 9] . However, to our knowledge, no tool is available to represent the evolution of the AS graph.
Obviously, a detailed visualization of the whole AS graph is likely to be incomprehensible. Fortunately, since in the Internet every prefix is routed independently, it is possible to reconstruct meaningful portions of the whole graph by combining the results of single-prefix explorations. Furthermore, the information sought by potential users of such a visualization tool often concerns the behavior of only a single prefix. For example, the Network Operating Center (NOC) of some ISP may be interested in the AS-paths used to reach a prefix under the authority of the NOC itself, or a user may be interested in the ASpath used to reach a prefix to which connectivity is poor. Hence, examining the routing of a single prefix at a time is a natural strategy which meets practical needs as well as substantially simplifying the problem.
By querying RIS or ORV it is possible to obtain all the available routing information about a prefix in a given time window, but without a graphic representation it is not easy to understand how the AS-paths intersect and the big picture that is obtained by merging them together. At the same time, any visualization tool must cope with the peculiarities of routing information: any AS-path must be unambiguously recognizable from the whole picture and its changes over time must be clearly represented.
BGPlay displays the portion of the AS graph that describes how traffic flows to a specific prefix from a selected set of ASes which are considered, in some sense, "representative" of the entire Internet. BGPlay also provides a visual representation of the evolution of this portion of the graph during a specified time interval. This can be important for several reasons: to detect faults in the links traversed by the traffic flows, to check the consistency of router configurations, or even to monitor the behavior of ASes participating in the routing process in order to verify whether they fulfill commercial agreements. It is especially useful to verify reports of transient connectivity problems that occurred in the past but are no longer present.
In this paper we describe the architecture and the visual interface of BGPlay, which can be found at http://www.dia.uniroma3.it/∼compunet/bgplay/. Two instances of BGPlay, providing better performance and access to more data, have also been deployed by the RIS and by the ORV.
BGPlay has a client-server architecture. The user performs a query on a Web browser (the client side), specifying an IP prefix and a time interval. The server identifies the AS that contains the given prefix and extracts information that describes the routing evolution in the given interval from the RIS and from a local mirror of ORV. All visualization problems are addressed on the client side by means of a Java applet. The user interface provided by the BGPlay client can visualize the state of the routing graph for a particular prefix at any instant of the query interval, showing the ASes involved and which AS-paths are active for that prefix at a given point in time.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents basic interdomain routing concepts. Section 3 describes the data sources which BGPlay uses, Section 4 describes the architecture of the BGPlay service itself, and Section 5 shows how the information obtained from the data sources is used to produce a consistent view of the evolution of a particular prefix's routing in a particular time interval. In Section 6 we introduce the concept of routing graph, discuss the requirements for its visualization and the visualization approaches we considered, and illustrate the approach adopted by BGPlay; in Section 7 we detail the algorithms themselves. Finally, Section 8 describes BGPlay's user interface and provides examples of how it can be used, both for research purposes and from an operational perspective.
Networking Background
In the Internet each host is identified by an IP address (32 bits, usually written in the dotted notation, e.g. 193.204.161.48 ). An IP prefix identifies a set of (contiguous) IP addresses having the same leftmost n bits, with 0 ≤ n ≤ 32, and is usually written by attaching a /n at the end of the prefix (e.g. 193.204.0.0/15 indicates a prefix 15 bits long) [23] . Similarly to telephone call routing, interdomain routing in the Internet is based on the destination prefix. Since a prefix identifies a set of addresses, it implicitly identifies a set of hosts having such addresses. In the following the term prefix is used to denote both a set of addresses and a set of hosts; context will serve to disambiguate between the two.
An Autonomous System (AS ) is a portion of the Internet under a single administrative authority. In the Internet each AS is identified by an integer number. ASes cooperate in order to ensure good connectivity service to their customers but are competitors from a commercial point of view [11, 12] .
Traffic starting from an AS and directed to a specific prefix traverses an ordered set of ASes (AS-path). The configuration of such paths on the routing devices is too complicated to be manually performed. Hence, ASes exchange routing information with other ASes by means of a routing protocol called Border Gateway Protocol (BGP ) [19, 22] . This protocol is based on a distributed architecture where border routers that belong to distinct ASes exchange the information they know about reachability of prefixes. Two border routers that directly exchange information are said to have a a peering session between them, and the ASes they belong to are said to be adjacent.
Each router stores information about routing in its routing information base (RIB ). The RIB is a table where each row is a pair prefix, AS-path meaning that a certain prefix is reachable through the associated AS-path. Such pairs are called routes. The main purpose of BGP is to allow the routers to exchange the routes they know. Since RIBs may be huge, the BGP process running on a router sends to its peers the full RIB only when a peering session is set up. During regular operation only changes to the RIB, termed updates, are sent.
A BGP update is either a route announcement or a route withdrawal. An announcement conveys the following information: "through me you can reach a certain prefix; to reach it, I will use the following AS-path". A withdrawal nullifies a previously communicated route for a specified prefix. In other words a withdrawal means "you can no longer reach this prefix through me".
A router which receives an update may or may not modify its routing table, depending on whether or not it knows routes which BGP considers "better" and depending on the routing policy of the AS itself. If the router modifies its routing table, it propagates the update to its peers.
Routes related to a certain prefix begin their existence within an AS called the originator of the prefix (typically the AS to which the prefix belongs). These routes are propagated by means of route announcements to adjacent ASes, which in turn propagate it to adjacent ASes. Every time a router propagates an announcement, it prepends its AS identifier to the AS-path; thus, the AS-path of an update is the list of ASes that the update has passed through. 
Data Sources
The Oregon Route Views (ORV) project (see Fig. 1(a) ) provides a service for Internet operators to obtain real-time information about the global routing system from the perspectives of several different locations around the Internet. Currently, the Route Views BGP router has more than 60 BGP peering sessions with routers of Internet service providers.
ORV collects BGP updates from its peers without using the routes learned to forward traffic or reannouncing them to other peers. The updates allow us to determine the routes used by each peer at any given moment and follow their evolution over time. ORV data archives contain both snapshots of the global routing information base of ORV at different instants of time and sequences of BGP updates. The data are made available in the MRT [17] format.
The Routing Information Service (RIS) provided by the RIPE NCC (see Fig. 1(b) ) collects historical information about Internet routing by using Remote Route Collectors (RRCs) at different locations around the world. This information is integrated into a comprehensive view. A RIS RRC is a BGP router that collects BGP routing information in the same way as the ORV router. Each RRC is identified by a string in the format RRCxx, where xx is a two digit number.
The RIS offers several query facilities which can help network operators troubleshoot routing problems and network researchers study Internet routing and its changes. For example, the BGP Routing Hot Spot Utility generates lists of prefixes, originating from a specified AS, for which high BGP announcement activity has been observed by some RRC. Also, the ASInuse facility determines when an AS number last appeared in the global routing table collected by the RIS.
In this paper, we are interested in a simpler RIS query, that can be performed using the Search by Prefix utility. It allows the user to search the RIS database by specifying a prefix, a time interval, and a set of RRCs, and outputs a list of BGP updates recorded by the selected RRCs in the specified time interval. It also outputs the status of the Local Routing Information Base (Loc-Rib) for the selected prefix in an instant of time that is "related" to the specified time interval.
System Architecture
The architecture of BGPlay is based on the following design choices.
• The user interacts with the system by means of a Web browser. A query identifies a time interval and a prefix to be monitored. The data sources to be used can be selected from a set of possible alternatives.
• The results of the query are graphically visualized on the client, which displays the routing graph. The user can display the state of the graph at any time within the query interval and view routing changes, which are displayed using animations. Specific techniques are used to improve the readability and the appearance of the graph: the requirements specific to this problem are described in Section 6 and the graph drawing techniques used are described in Section 7.
• The service is based on a client-server architecture, where the server computes the result of queries and the client is an applet running on the user's browser. We decided to use an applet instead of producing standard JPEG or GIF images on the server both because of the graphical complexity of the animation and to allow fast interactive access by the user.
• The BGP data used to answer the user queries are obtained from data sources in various ways, including using the RIS web interface, accessing the RIS database directly (for the instance of BGPlay deployed at the RIPE NCC), and mirroring ORV data into a local database. All the data sources have the same semantics, but the method of accessing them differs. The BGPlay server has a modular architecture to facilitate the configuration and addition of new data sources. It also provides a query window where the user can select the prefix to query, the time interval, and the data sources desired.
SOURCES
Presentation Engine. Computes the layout of the routing graph and smoothly animates its layout in response to routing events. It makes use of Graph Drawing methodologies and techniques.
Query Manager. Receives a query from the User Interface, accesses the data sources, computes the result of the query, and delivers the result to the Presentation Engine.
RIS Wrapper. A wrapper that queries the RIS Search by Prefix web interface and retrieves the corresponding results in terms of BGP routing tables and updates.
RIS Query Module. Obtains BGP routing tables and updates using SQL queries to the RIS database. Used by the RIPE NCC instance of BGPlay.
ORV Query Module. Obtains BGP routing tables and updates using SQL queries to the local ORV Archive.
ORV Retriever. Periodically retrieves routing tables and updates available at the ORV raw data archives in the MRT format. Adds the new data to the Local ORV Archive and removes the oldest data from it.
Local ORV Archive. A relational database (currently based on MySQL technology) which stores the ORV data.
An analysis of the workload and of the generated traffic led us to a decomposition of the system in which the Presentation Engine is located on the client side, together with the Graphical User Interface.
As regards time representation, both the RIS and ORV use UTC (Coordinated Universal Time). BGPlay conforms to that convention.
Query Processing
In order to answer a client query, the Query Manager must provide the RIBs at the start of the query interval and all the updates that occurred during the query interval. As described in Section 4, three types of retrieval are currently involved: retrieval from the RIS web interface through the RIS Wrapper, retrieval from the RIS database using the RIS Query Module, and retrieval from the Local ORV archive using the ORV Query Module.
Since the data sources used do not permit the query of RIBs at arbitrary points in time, but only provide periodic snapshots of the RIBs themselves, the Query Manager must calculate the RIBs at the start of the query interval by starting from a previous RIB provided by the data source and applying all the BGP updates between that time and the start of the query interval. Consider  Fig. 3 , where the starting and ending instants of the time interval are called t 1 and t 2 , respectively. The purpose of the Query Manager is to compute:
• the status of the ORV RIB in t 1 ;
• the status of the RIS RIB in t 1 ; and
• the sequence of updates collected by ORV and RIS between t 1 and t 2 .
In general it is unlikely that both RIBs at time t 1 are known. The Query Manager solves this problem by obtaining the RIB at some time t 0 ≤ t 1 and applying to it all the updates between t 0 and t 1 to derive the RIB at time t 1 . More specifically, given the RIB at t 0 , it selects the entries for the queried prefix p, applies all the updates to prefix p to the resulting RIB subset, and obtains the subset of the RIB at time t 1 corresponding to prefix p.
The exact means used to obtain the RIB at time t 0 depend on the data source. ORV takes a snapshot of its RIB approximately every two hours. The RIB at time t 0 can then simply be obtained from the last snapshot before time t 1 . The situation for RIS is slightly more complex. Although the RIS takes a snapshot of the RIB three times a day (at 00:00, 08:00 and 16:00 UTC), data from the three snapshots is stored in the same database table without distinguishing between RIB entries collected at different times. Thus, a RIB query on a given day returns precisely the data from a snapshot only if the query is performed between 00:00 and 08:00 and if the query requests the RIB on the same day. In all other cases, duplicate entries are present. However, the RIS database does store the time when a RIB entry was last modified. Thus, the Query Manager chooses t 0 as 00:00 on the same day as t 1 and obtains the RIB at time t 0 by performing a query for all the RIB records whose last update occurred before t 0 . The Query Manager then combines all the computed RIBs (one for each data source) into a single RIB computed at time t 1 and sends the result to the presentation engine together with a list of all the updates in the time interval.
Visualization Requirements and Choices
The purpose of BGPlay is to provide a graphical representation of a portion of the Internet routing at a given instant in time and to present to the user the changes in this routing over a subsequent period of time. In this section we first give a more rigorous definition of the visualization problem, that is, of the objects and events that need to be visualized. Second, we survey the visualization requirements, that is, those characteristics that, in our opinion, enhance the effectiveness of the visualization. Finally, we discuss the visualization alternatives from which we chose those that met our requirements.
The Visualization Problem
We define a collector-peer as a router having a BGP peering with ORV or with a RIS collector. The set of the available collector-peers is determined by the configuration of the RIS and ORV services. Each collector-peer offers a "vantage point" to investigate the routing in the Internet. From a more practical point of view, given a specific IP prefix and a specific time, for each collector-peer it is known with which AS-path it reached the prefix at that time, that is the route chosen by the collector-peer to reach the specified prefix. The last AS of the AS-path (the leftmost in the popular show ip bgp command output) is the one containing the collector-peer, while the first (rightmost) AS of the AS-path is the target AS, advertising, and hence hosting, the IP prefix.
Thus, focusing the attention on a specific prefix, we can define a routing status at a given time for that prefix as a collection of AS-paths, one for each collector-peer. We call routing graph the graph induced by the routing status, that is the graph in which each vertex is an AS occurring in at least one AS-path and there exists an edge between two vertices if the corresponding ASes appear consecutively in at least one AS-path of the routing status.
A routing event occurring at instant t is an update to the routing status reported by a collector-peer, and can be one of the following:
New route A collector-peer which could not reach the target prefix before time t acquires connectivity at time t by using the specified AS-path.
Route change A collector-peer which reached the target prefix using AS-path p before time t changes its routing so it uses AS-path q with q = p.
Route withdrawal A collector-peer which could reach the target prefix before time t can no longer reach it.
Further, it is sometimes desirable to consider the following routing event that is not associated with an actual routing change but is also recorded by collectors and occurs rather frequently.
Route re-announcement A collector-peer which reached the target prefix using AS-path p before time t announces at time t that it reaches it using the same AS-path p.
A routing history is given by a starting routing status at time t start and a sequence of routing events occurring in the interval [t start , t end ]. From the routing history it is possible to reconstruct the routing status at each instant in its time interval.
Thus, in more specific terms, the visualization problem addressed by BGPlay is to graphically represent the evolution of the routing status, that is its initial configuration and the events contained in the routing history.
Visualization Requirements
We distinguish between the requirements related to the visualization of a routing status and requirements related to the visualization of a routing event. For routing status visualization, we have identified the following requirements:
• The user's attention should mainly be focused on the target AS, i.e. the AS that hosts the IP prefix the user is interested in.
• An AS should appear in the drawing at a geometric distance from the target AS that is roughly proportional to the number of (ASes) hops separating them, so that the geometric distance from the AS target reflects the number of intermediate ASes needed to reach it, which may be used as a rough measure of the quality of the connectivity.
• For each visualized AS, the AS-path used to reach the target AS should be fully identifiable in the drawing, even if the path shares edges with other paths.
Observe that the last requirement would be easy to meet if the routing graph were a tree. In fact, in this case there is just one path from each AS to the target AS. The presence of cycles makes this requirement more difficult to meet. For routing event visualization, we have identified the following requirements:
• It should be possible to convey to the user all the details of a routing history, without relying on aggregation techniques such as averaging, counting, etc.
• The visualization of a routing history may encompass the visualization of several subsequent routing statuses, whose visualization should meet the static requirements identified above for them.
• The sequence of routing statuses and routing events and the instants when they occur in the time interval should be clear to the user.
• The difference between two consecutive routing statuses, which consists of a single routing event, should be suitably pointed out.
• Conversely, the similarities between two consecutive routing statuses should be carefully exploited to maintain the user mental map [5, 16] .
The Visualization Approach of BGPlay
A natural choice is to represent a routing status by using known graph drawing techniques [4] to visualize its routing graph, placing the target AS in a relevant position, such as at the center of the drawing. The next step in this approach is to choose a graph drawing standard. Our preliminary experiments showed that, although orthogonal drawings are quite compact and readable, geometrical distances between ASes are largely independent from topological distances and there is no natural way to impose the position of the target AS with respect to the other ASes (see Fig. 4 ).
In the current version of BGPlay we adopt the straight-line drawing standard. For such a standard there exist several layout algorithms, most of them using a force directed approach, that easily allow fixing the position of a node, and that, especially for sparse graphs, place the nodes at distances that roughly reflect their topological distances. Figure 4 : The first prototype of BGPlay (called FlapViewer) adopted an orthogonal drawing standard. The target AS (the darker node) was arbitrarily placed and the geometric distances did non reflect the topological distances. The topological distance between AS137 and AS559, for example, is two, although they are located very close in the drawing. On the other hand, AS8933 seems to be farther from AS137 than AS9010, while they have both topological distance one. Figure 5 : In a second prototype of BGPlay all AS-paths were separately displayed. From this snapshot it is apparent that paths were hardly distinguishable when they were numerous.
The third requirement for the routing status visualization is the need to fully identify each AS-path, and is much more complex to meet. Our first approach was to represent each AS-path separately and with a distinct color. A first prototype using this approach demonstrated that the number of paths to be shown was, usually, too high for the paths to be easily recognizable due to their closeness and due to the limited number of colors distinguishable on a monitor by human eyes (see Fig. 5 ).
Hence, we examined a different approach. As noted above, a set of AS-paths whose union is a tree can be represented without ambiguities as a tree with an arbitrary color. This is because in a tree every pair of vertices is connected by a single path, and thus there can be no doubt about the AS-path from the target AS to each AS containing a collector-peer.
Unfortunately, the routing graph is very often not a tree. Hence, our strategy is to partition the AS-paths into sets such that the union of the AS-paths of the same set is an acyclic graph that can be unambiguously represented as a uniformly colored tree. Fig. 6 shows how this strategy produces clear and effective representations. In Section 7.1 we address the problem of partitioning the set of the AS-paths while minimizing the used colors. This technique is only applied to those AS-paths (represented dashed by BGPlay) that are not involved in any routing events. The other paths (represented solid) are assigned their colors on the basis of their collector-peers, so that paths connecting, at different instants of time, the same collector-peer with the target AS have the same color (allowing the user to perceive them as the same route which simply switched between one path and the other).
Concerning routing history visualization, the two contrasting requirements both to represent every single routing status and to convey its exact temporal position in the routing history are hard to meet within a single representation. We chose to show a time panel beside the window where the current routing status is displayed (see Fig. 10 ). The time panel contains a vertical time axis running from the start of the time interval (bottom) to the end of the interval (top). A cursor shows the position in the interval of the currently visualized routing status. The user may drag the cursor to jump to a different instant of time. Also, on the time axis the density of events is represented as horizontal spikes, whose length depends on the intensity of the BGP activity at that point in the time interval.
Users interested in the details of the dynamic evolution of the routing may step over consecutive routing statuses. BGPlay highlights the paths involved in the routing event between two consecutive routing statuses by means of visual effects, which are discussed in Section 7.3.
Visualization Algorithms
In this section we describe the main problems and algorithms related with the design and implementation of BGPlay. 
The Tree Partition Problem
In order to minimize the number of colors needed to unambiguously represent a collection of AS-paths leading to the same target AS, following the approach described in Section 6.3, we have to solve the following problem:
Problem: Tree Partition
Instance: A set of AS-paths P, such that each AS-path p ∈ P starts from a common AS x . Target: Find a partition for P in k sets such that (i) the graph induced by the AS-paths in the same set is acyclic (ii) every partition for P respecting (i) has at least k sets (that is, the number of sets is minimum).
Unfortunately, the Tree Partition problem is NP-hard. To prove this, we show the NP-hardness of the corresponding decision problem, defined as follows:
Problem: K-Tree Partition
Instance: A positive integer K and a set of AS-paths P, such that each AS-path p ∈ P starts from a common AS x . Question: Does a partition for P in K sets exist such that the graph induced by the AS-paths in the same set is acyclic?
We prove that K-Tree Partition is NP-hard by reducing the Graph KColorability to it. Recall that Graph K-Colorability is an NP-complete problem defined as follows:
Problem: Graph K-Colorability
Instance: A graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer K ≤ |V |.
Question: Is G K-colorable, i.e., does a coloring of the vertices of G in K colors exist such that adjacent vertices have different colors?
Theorem 1
The problem K-Tree Partition is NP-hard.
Proof: We reduce Graph K-Colorability to K-Tree Partition. Given an instance of Graph K-Colorability we construct the corresponding instance of K-Tree Partition as follows. For each vertex v of G(V, E) we introduce an AS-path p v . At the beginning of the construction all AS-paths have length one, and contain the same AS x . Then, for each edge (u, v) ∈ E, we append to the two AS-path p u and p v the same AS (u,v) . It is easy to show that the construction of the K-Tree Partition instance can be made in polynomial time, and that a solution for the instance of the Graph K-Colorability problem exists iff a solution for the original instance of the K-Tree Partition does. 2
Because of Theorem 1, BGPlay partitions the set of AS-paths by using a greedy algorithm which runs in polynomial time under the assumption that the AS-paths are bounded in length. This is guaranteed by the fact that the maximum BGP packet size of 4096 bytes limits the number of ASes in the ASpath [19] . Also, equipment from popular router manufacturers discards BGP announcements with unusually long AS-paths by default (for example, 75 ASes are considered by some equipment too many for an announcement to be valid). Finally, we note that AS-path lengths are usually shorter than the above limits suggest and that AS-paths with more than a dozen ASes are rarely seen in the Internet. In the following description of the algorithm n denotes the number of paths and the sets of AS-paths are denoted S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S m−1 , where the number of sets m increases during the computation starting from 1.
A compatibility matrix is computed in which each AS-path is compared
to every other. Two AS-paths are incompatible if and only if they form a cycle. This precomputation takes O(n 2 ), and allows in the subsequent steps to determine if two paths are compatible in constant time. For the correctness of the algorithm it is crucial to observe that all the paths have a common endpoint (target AS). The worst case time complexity of the algorithm described above is O(n 2 ). In fact, the number of compatibility tests performed for each AS-path is at most n and each compatibility test, thanks to the precomputed compatibility matrix, takes O(1). Fig. 7 shows a drawing produced by BGPlay using the technique described above. The target AS is 702. Three levels of gray are used. AS-paths 16150 8434 3549 702 and 1853 1239 702 are drawn in medium gray. The other paths are grouped in two trees drawn in black and light gray. Only dashed lines are used since BGPlay uses solid lines to highlight paths involved in routing changes.
The Layout
The routing graph layout is computed by using a spring embedder [4] which associates with the graph a set of bodies, one for each node, and a system of forces that can either attract or repel the nodes. Starting from an initial (pseudorandom) configuration the sum of the forces on each node is computed, and the next configuration is determined according to it. Thus, the system evolves toward an equilibrium status [4] in which nodes are "pleasantly" distributed. The forces used in BGPlay include the typical ones:
• A repulsive force is set between each pair of ASes (quadratically decreasing with their distance).
• An attractive/repulsive force is set between each pair of ASes connected by an edge, whose intensity increases linearly with the difference between the current length of the edge and its predefined "natural" length. Furthermore, a specific node, corresponding to the target AS, is constrained to be in the center of the drawing area. Also, rather than detecting when an equilibrium status is reached (a task that involves damping oscillations at the expense of the efficiency of the whole process) we used a simpler termination criterion: The number of iterations of the spring embedder algorithm is fixed, and has been empirically chosen to be high enough to reach equilibrium in all practical cases. Finally, the last 10% of the iterations involve repulsive forces between edges and nodes (where each edge is associated with twenty dummy bodies along its length). This helps to avoid overlaps between edges and nodes.
The above layout techniques may be used to produce a static drawing of a routing status. Since we need to represent a sequence of consecutive routing statuses, we compute with a single run of the above algorithm the positions of all the ASes that appear in the routing history. This position will not change during the following routing event animations (see Section 7.3). For this computation, only a subset of all the edges appearing in the routing history is considered: More specifically, only edges belonging to the initial routing graph and edges belonging to one of the first m AS paths of the routing history, where m is the minimum value sufficient to have a connected graph. Experiments considering all edges appearing in the routing history produced cluttered layouts due to the high density of the resulting graph. In fact, nodes concentrated in the center of the drawing, attracted toward each other by the high number of their adjacencies. On the other hand, a non-connected graph produces a layout where connected components are arbitrarily placed and tend to drift away one from the other. In order to reduce the number of edges while keeping the graph connected, we adopted the heuristic of neglecting those edges that appeared in some announcements only and that were not needed to connect the graph. This also favors the quality of the layout of the first routing status.
Concerning the requirements for history visualization (see Section 6.2), observe that this technique ensures that drawings of consecutive routing statuses are very similar, since node positions are unchanged. Furthermore, nodes involved in route changes (see Section 6.1) are usually placed near each other, at least for the initial part of the routing history. In fact, two AS-paths involved in a route change begin and end with the same AS, hence the spring embedder tends to draw them close together.
Graphical Features and Animation
Some graphical characteristics of BGPlay's visualization have already been introduced in the previous sections. For example, edges are drawn dashed when they refer to AS-paths which are stable during the chosen period of time and are drawn solid otherwise. Stable paths are partitioned into sets, using the heuristic algorithm described in Section 7.1, and merged into trees. Each path and each tree is drawn in a different color. An edge common to more than one tree or path is displayed using as many lines as the number of trees and paths which include that edge, where each line is drawn in the color of the corresponding tree or path. Thus, animations of routing events involve only solid paths, which are represented as polylines starting at the AS containing the collector-peer and ending at the target AS. The events fall into one of the following four categories:
New route. A new polyline corresponding to the new AS-path appears on the screen linking the nodes corresponding to the ASes in the AS-path. The thickness of the polyline pulses to attract the user's attention.
Route change. Two AS-paths are involved in this event; paths p 1 and p 2 are, respectively, the paths active before and after the routing event occurred. The polyline representing p 1 is morphed into a polyline representing p 2 .
Route withdrawal. The polyline representing the AS-path pulses to attract the user's attention and then disappears.
Route re-announcement. The polyline representing the AS-path pulses to catch the user's attention but the routing status remains unchanged.
The polyline morphing used to represent a route change could be performed in several ways (see for example [1] ). BGPlay employs a rather simple technique, which is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Let q 1 be the polyline representing AS-path p 1 and q 2 be the polyline representing AS-path p 2 . A bijection between points of q 1 and points of q 2 is defined in the following way. Polylines q 1 and q 2 are considered 
BGPlay Usage Examples
In this section we present the user interface of BGPlay and show how it may be used to gain greater understanding of specific routing events occurring in the Internet, both for operational and for research purposes. For the examples of this section we refer to the instance of BGPlay deployed at the RIS [2] .
The BGPlay User Interface
Suppose that a user (e.g. the NOC of an ISP) is interested in examining the routing activity concerning prefix 193.0.0.0/21 during the night of May 11, 2004 , because in that period some network instability was somehow perceived. The user could query the data sources directly, but the graphical nature of BGPlay makes it much easier to understand the significance of individual updates than by analyzing the updates themselves in text format (for an example, see Fig. 12 ).
To query BGPlay, the user connects to a web page which hosts BGPlay (in our case, the instance deployed at the RIS [2] ) and starts the BGPlay applet. The BGPlay query window (Fig. 9) appears, allowing the user to specify the prefix to examine, the time interval, and the observation points to use in the query (using the RRC00, RRC01, ... checkboxes, which correspond to the Remote Route Collector managed by the RIS).
When the user submits the query, BGPlay processes the request and displays the Animation window (Fig. 10) , which presents the routing information. The left part of the window contains the time panel, which plots the number of events over time. The bottom of the panel corresponds to the start of the query interval and the top of the panel to the end; the small blue triangle indicates the current time (initially, the start of the query interval). The user may jump to a specific instant within the query interval by clicking on the time panel.
The main part of the window contains the routing graph. Each number represents an AS, and the AS originating the prefix (in this case, AS 3333) is placed in the center of the graph and highlighted by a red circle. The user may obtain the name and description of an AS by clicking on it. The initial layout is performed using the techniques described in Section 7.2, but, if desired, the position of any AS in the graph may be changed by dragging it with the mouse.
Each solid or dashed line represents a segment of an AS path seen by the data sources. A path starts in the originating AS and stops in the AS of a collector-peer; there is one path for every such peer which has an entry for the queried prefix in its routing table. The paths which did not change during the query interval are drawn dashed, while the paths which did change are drawn solid, but the color of the path itself has no special meaning: different colors are used only to ensure that each AS-path from a peer to the source AS can be unambiguously identified.
Note that the graph may contain isolated nodes which have no paths to the origin AS. This does not necessarily imply that these ASes do not have a path to the queried prefix: more usually these ASes do not contain collector-peers (and thus no information about their routing is known) and appear in the graph because they have been or will be part of a path which was in use in another moment of the query interval.
The bottom of the window contains a control panel which allows the user to toggle the display of route reannouncement events, start a new query, and move through the sequence of events that occurred in the specified time interval. Both forward and backward movement is possible. As each routing event is displayed, BGPlay updates the routing graph with a smooth animation and displays information on the event itself in the upper part of the window. This includes the event identifier, a timestamp, the type of event (see Section 7.3), the collector which recorded the event and the peer from which it was received, and any additional information appropriate to the type of event (for example, if the event is a path change, the old and new AS paths).
BGPlay for Operational Purposes
The data aggregation and visualization capabilities of BGPlay can be of great use to operators who wish to debug routing problems and to study the effects of configuration changes made in their AS on the routing used by other ASes in 
Example 1: Periodic Oscillations
BGPlay is very helpful in identifying time-based patterns in routing activity thanks to the time panel which plots BGP activity over time. For an example, consider Fig. 11 , which shows BGPlay displaying the routing activity occurring to a particular prefix over the course of one hour. (Note that the nodes in this example were manually rearranged, grouping stable and unstable paths together in order to make the oscillations easier to see in the figures.)
The time panel clearly shows that routing activity is occurring in bursts of BGP events with a period of roughly three to four minutes, and the routing graph shows that the bursts have the effect of switching the routing between the two states shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b) respectively. Thus we may deduce that routing to the prefix in question is subject to periodic oscillations, possibly caused by connectivity problems between the originating AS (AS28998) and one of its ISPs (AS8220), which cause the paths from many ASes to the target AS to switch periodically back and forth from using AS8220 to using AS28998's other ISP, AS3243.
Compare this representation to the list of over 1200 updates returned by the RIS web interface for the same time period, of which a small sample is shown in Fig. 12 (the full list of updates is over 80 screenfuls long). Clearly, the visual representation provided by BGPlay is much easier to understand and can thus provide greater insight into the cause of the problem.
Example 2: Examining the Effects of a New Upstream
In Fig. 13 , BGPlay shows the routing events that took place when AS3313 added AS3257, previously a peer, to its existing upstreams AS1299, AS5400 and AS15589. AS3257 therefore started providing transit to AS3313's prefixes. The graph clearly shows BGP converging into a new state in which most of the collector-peers reach AS3313 through the new provider and some continue to use the existing providers. The operators of AS3313 might then have evaluated the impact of the new upstream and whether it had the desired effect on AS3313's connectivity simply by looking at the graph. Thus, BGPlay allows network operators to understand quickly and easily how local changes in their routing policy and configuration affect the AS's global connectivity.
Example 3: Use of BGPlay for Traffic Engineering
BGPlay can be used as a feedback mechanism for fine-tuning routing policy. For an example, consider Fig. 14 . In this example, the operators of AS559 (SWITCH) decided to add AS prepending on the routes announced to one of their upstream providers, AS3549, so as to improve load balancing between their two upstreams AS1299 and AS3549. BGPlay clearly shows that some of (a) (b) Figure 11 : A prefix in AS28998 periodically oscillating between two routing states: (a) all collector peers see the prefix through one of its ISPs, AS3243; (b) some peers change their paths to the prefix so that they go through another of AS28998's ISPs, AS8220. The time panel shows bursts of BGP activity occurring approximately every three to four minutes. Examination of the routing graph suggests that these may be caused by a connectivity problem between AS28998 and AS8220. Figure 12 : Output returned by the RIS web interface for the routing events displayed by BGPlay in Fig. 11 . The full list of updates for one hour of oscillations is over 80 screenfuls long and contains over 1200 updates.
the ASes which previously reached SWITCH through AS3549 switched to using AS1299 as a result of the change. Using BGPlay, the operators of AS559 were able to verify in near real-time whether the configuration change had had the desired effect.
BGPlay for Research Purposes
The graphical nature of BGPlay can be of great help in understanding routing events. The following examples show how BGPlay may be employed for research purposes and teaching.
Example 1: Announcing a New Prefix
BGPlay can also help understand the propagation of BGP announcements and the BGP convergence progress. Fig. 15 gives only a hint of what can be observed by asking BGPlay to display the routing events that occur when a new prefix is announced for the first time. Studying such an event can provide insight into how announcements are propagated and into the BGP convergence process. By using BGPlay it can be noticed that the announcement of a single prefix, even in the absence of other factors, leads to more complex behavior than the simple (a) (b) Figure 13 : AS3257 starts behaving as a transit AS for the prefixes originated by AS3313: (a) before the new policy takes effect; (b) after AS3257 propagates AS3313 announcements and BGP converges. Many of the collector peers have switched paths from using the existing upstream providers (AS1299, AS5400 and AS15589) to AS3257. This information can be of great use to the operators of AS3313, as it allows them to examine the effect of the new peering on the AS's global connectivity in a quick and easy way. Figure 14 : Studying the effects of traffic engineering. AS559 (SWITCH) changes the AS prepending on the routes it announces to one of its upstreams to influence other ASes's routing toward itself: (a) before the change; (b) after the change. Note that a number of collector peers have switched paths and now use AS1299 instead of AS3549 to reach AS559. Using BGPlay the operators of AS559 were able to see in near real-time whether the configuration change had had the desired effect.
propagation of the announcement itself. For example, differences in update propagation times, router load, and BGP announcement timers lead to updates arriving out of order and thus, in addition to the expected announcements, to path changes as well.
Example 2: a Routing Beacon
BGP beacons [15] are BGP prefixes which are announced and withdrawn at known times for research purposes. They are used to study the convergence properties of BGP and allow researchers to study in detail the sequence of events that occur when a route is announced or withdrawn; BGPlay, thanks to its aggregation of multiple data sources and its visual representation, greatly aids the comprehension of such events. An example of a BGP beacon is in Figs. 16 , 17, and 18 (note that the nodes in this example were manually rearranged to clarify the situation near the origin AS). The routing activity of the beacon is similar to that of the example in Fig. 11 in that there are bursts of BGP activity between two stable states; however, as can be seen from the time panel, the bursts of BGP events are more regular and more equally spaced over time due to the fact that the beacon is programmed to announce and withdraw routes exactly every two hours.
Studying BGP beacons with BGPlay can help understand the basic behavior of BGP in simple topologies and controlled conditions. This is especially interesting in the case of withdrawals, which, due to the BGP's path-vector nature, do not propagate immediately but entail a period in which BGP explores alternate, usually longer, paths before concluding that a destination is in fact unreachable [13] . In the example of Fig. 17 the alternate paths to the withdrawn destination are all longer than two. 
